Tumour-Targeted Treatment Intensification for Prostate Cancer Using Magnetic Resonance Imaging Guidance.
Local control in prostate cancer may be improved with targeted dose escalation to regions with high tumour burden. Multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging (mpMRI) combined with MRI-guided biopsies may aid in defining tumour-dense regions before radiation therapy. Deformable registration techniques may be used to map these tumour regions onto the radiotherapy planning MRI. Radiation therapy delivery techniques such as volumetric modulated arc therapy and high-dose-rate brachytherapy may allow for highly conformal dose escalation, and when coupled with image-guided radiation delivery (ie, cone beam computed technology and fiducial markers), may allow high-precision dose-escalated treatment. Eligible prostate cancer patients were enrolled on a prospective trial of tumour dose escalation. Two strategies were investigated: (1) an integrated boost to external beam radiation for a total tumour dose of 95 Gy in 38 fractions or (2) a focal high-dose-rate boost of 10 Gy before 76 Gy in 38 fractions external beam radiation. Patients underwent MRI-guided biopsy with fiducial marker placement before therapy. mpMRI was acquired and used in conjunction with a non-endorectal coil T2 MRI and computed technology simulation images to define the gross tumour volume via a deformable registration approach for intraprostatic tumour dose escalation. A case example for each dose escalation strategy illustrates the tumour-targeted approach using MRI guidance. Combining mpMRI sequences with a deformable registration approach may aid in more accurate and reproducible definition of tumour-dense regions. This novel process coupled with daily image guidance may allow high-precision dose-escalated tumour-targeted radiotherapy for prostate cancer.